
Do have questions about how the Spirit leads? Have you been hearing others say
how God talks to them, so that you’ve been waiting for the same? Here’s another
way to think about how the Spirit leads.

God has desires, as the Bible
throughout expresses. God
desires that we love him and
others, that we act justly, and
that we be generous and
hospitable. God desires that we
speak truth, deal honestly with
others, avoid deceiving, and not
covet or commit adultery or
murder. We are to honor and
obey parents and governors, at

least when they are not profaning God in carrying out their own duties. God has
many other desires, each of which we must suit to our own peculiar circumstances.
The Bible expresses God’s desires sometimes as commandments, other times as
principles, and often through narratives, leaving us to fit those communications to
our own story. The more we know God’s desires, the more capable we are of
discerning God’s commands and desires for our own actions.

Yet again, how do we hear God in our circumstances, if not audibly as prophets and
preachers sometimes claim? What inner voice can we trust, when we know that
Satan’s power is deception? For many of us, the answers dwell in a sort of
preintellectual intuition. From the Bible and its wisest interpreters, we can at least
gain a sense of the patterns that godly action should generally fit. Those patterns
won’t tell us whether to buy a new pair of socks instead of a new pair of glasses.
But from those godly patterns, formed from biblical imperatives and narratives, we
can get whispers of do-this and don’t-do-that. Call those whispers the voice of
God’s Spirit. Or just call them a pre-conscious, preintellectual intuition. But pursue
those intimations. Listen for the whispers.


